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Antibiotic residues and antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) pose a great threat to public health and food security via the horizontal
transfer in the food production chain. Oxidative degradation of amoxicillin (AMO) in aqueous solution by thermally activated
persulfate (TAP) was investigated./e AMO degradation followed a pseudo-first-order kinetic model at all tested conditions. /e
pseudo-first-order rate constants of AMO degradation well-fitted the Arrhenius equation when the reaction temperature ranged
from 35°C to 60°C, with the apparent activate energy of 126.9 kJ·mol−1. High reaction temperature, high initial persulfate
concentration, low pH, high Cl− concentration, and humic acid (HA) concentration increased the AMO degradation efficiency.
/e EPR test demonstrated that both ·OH and SO4

·− were generated in the TAP system, and the radical scavenging test identified
that the predominant reactive radical species were SO4

·− in aqueous solution without adjusting the solution pH. In groundwater
and drinking water, AMO degradation suggested that TAP could be a reliable technology for water remediation contaminated by
AMO in practice.

1. Introduction

Antibiotic residues ubiquitously exist in surface water,
groundwater, and soil because of overuse and misuse in
human and veterinary medicines, leading to the prevalence
of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in natural environ-
ment [1]. ARGs as a kind of emerging contaminants pose a
great threat to public health and food security mainly due to
the persistence in environment and the horizontal transfer in
the food production chain [2, 3]. /us, it is urgent to take
effective measures to eliminate the antibiotics in natural
environment in order to reduce the influence of ARGs.

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) which could
produce highly active, oxidizing radicals such as hydroxyl
radicals, sulfate radicals, and other radicals are promising
techniques to degrade recalcitrant contaminants into
harmless products (CO2 and H2O) [4–6]. Recently, sulfate
radical-based AOPs has received increasing amount of in-
terest due to its low cost, high efficiency, and friendly en-
vironment in degradation and mineralization of recalcitrant

contaminants [7]. Persulfate (PS) is usually applied as the
precursor of sulfate radicals by reaction equation (1):
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Sulfate radicals could be generated through scission of
the peroxide bond of persulfate by energy including heat
[8, 9], ultraviolet [5, 10], ultrasound [11], radiolysis [12], and
catalyzer [13–16]. Among these methods, TAP is particularly
attractive for removing organic contaminants because it is a
simple and effective method to produce sulfate radicals with
a high reaction stoichiometric efficiency (RSE) [17]. In this
study, amoxicillin (AMO) belonging to β-lactam antibiotic,
which was the top-priority human and veterinary antibiotic,
was chosen as the target contaminant. Currently, AMO was
degraded by various physical-chemical processes including
the use of zero-valent iron [18, 19] and AOPs such as
Fenton’s reagent [20, 21], photo-Fenton process [22, 23], UV
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and UV/H2O2 processes [24], microwave-assisted Fenton’s
oxidation [25], photocatalytic adsorbents [26], photo-
catalytic ozonation process [27], and photo-Fenton process
with Goethite [28]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first report on oxidative degradation of AMO by TAP in
aqueous solution.

/e aim of this present study was to investigate TAP for
the remediation of highly AMO-contaminated water, in-
cluding the influence factors of the reaction temperature,
initial PS concentration, pH and Cl−, Ca2+, Mg2+, humic acid
(HA), and dissolved oxygen. /e predominant radicals were
identified by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and
AMO degradation in real waters was evaluated, which
provides fundamental and practical knowledge to treat
AMO-contaminated waters.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Materials. Amoxicillin trihydrate
(C16H19N3O5S·3H2O, AMO, ≥98.0%), humic acid
(FA≥ 90%), and tert-butyl alcohol ((CH3)3COH, TBA,
≥99.5%) were obtained from Aladdin Industrial Corpora-
tion (Shanghai, China). Sodium persulfate (Na2S2O8, PS,
≥98%) was purchased from /ermo Fisher Scientific (New
Jersey, USA). Methanol (CH3OH, MeOH, HPLC grade) was
obtained from J. T. Baker (USA). 5,5-Dimethyl-1-pyrrolidine-
N-oxide (DMPO) was acquired from Macklin Biochemical
Co. Ltd (Shanghai, China).

2.2. Water Samples. Groundwater was collected from a well
in Nanxin village (40°3′32.9″N, 116°47′50.9″E) (Beijing,
China), and drinking water was taken from Yanjiao town
(39°57′18.3″N, 116°48′11.6″E) (Hebei, China). All the water
samples were filtered through a 0.22 μm membrane and
stored at 4°C before further experiments.

2.3. Experimental Procedures. All experiments were per-
formed in 250mL conical flasks with ground glass stoppers.
At the beginning of every experiment, a 10.00 mL·1.010
mmol·L−1 AMO stock solution was diluted to 100.00mL and
heated to the designated temperature for 20min. /e re-
action was started by the addition of 1.00mL·1.010mol·L−1
PS stock solution; therefore, [AMO]0 was 0.1mM, and [PS]0
was 10mM. 1.00mL samples were removed from the conical
flask at each desired time interval and quickly quenched by
1.00mL methanol before analysis. /e initial pH values of
the solution were adjusted by 1.0mol·L−1 NaOH and H2SO4
in order to investigate the effects of the initial pH. TBA and
MeOH as scavenging agents were applied to identify the
dominating radicals in the TAP system. All the samples were
performed in triplicates, and the standard deviations were
depicted as error bars in figures. /e control experiments
were performed without PS at the same conditions.

2.4. Analytical Methods. /e concentration of AMO was
analyzed using a high pressure liquid chromatography (LC-
20AT, Shimadzu, Japan) equipped with a WondaSil C18-WR

column (5 μm, 4.6mm× 250mm, GL Sciences Inc., Japan).
/e mobile phase was made of a mixture of 80% ultrapure
water and 20% methanol, and the flow rate was 1.0mL/min.
/e column temperature was maintained at 40°C. 10 μL of
sample was injected into the HPLC. A FiveEasy plus pHmeter
(Mettler Toledo) was applied to test the solution pH. A MS-
5000 electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) instrument
(Freiberg instruments, Germany) was applied to identify
radical species in the TAP system under the following in-
strument conditions: modulation amplitude, 1.0G; modula-
tion frequency, 100 kHz; sweep width, 100G; sweep time,
120 s; and microwave power, 10.00mW. Cl−, NO3

−, and
SO4

2− were analyzed by the ICS-2100 ion chromatograph
(Dionex, USA) with Ionpac AS11 column, and Na+, NH4

+,
K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ were analyzed by the AQ ion chro-
matograph (/ermo Fisher, USA) using the Ionpac CS12A
column. PS concentration was monitored according to pre-
vious literature [29]. Total organic carbon (TOC) was mea-
sured by a vario TOC analyzer (Elementar, Germany).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effects of Reaction Temperature on Degradation of AMO.
Reaction temperature is a critical factor that should be
considered for applying TAP to degrade organic contami-
nants. Effects of the reaction temperature (35–60°C) on
AMO degradation by TAP are shown in Figure 1(a). It could
be seen that AMO oxidative degradation was temperature
dependent. /ere was only 22% AMO oxidized by persulfate
at 35°C within 330min. However, obvious degradation was
observed with the increasing temperature. /e removal of
AMO was completely achieved by TAP at 55°C within
330min, and the complete degradation time was decreased
to 90min at 60°C.

In addition, the AMO degradation well-fitted a pseudo-
first-order kinetic model as shown in the following equation:

−
dC

dt
� kobsC. (2)

It can also be written as follows:

ln
C

C0
� −kobst. (3)

kobs was the pseudo-first-order rate constants (min−1),
and it was determined by the plots of ln(C/C0) versus re-
action time (t), as shown in Figure 1(b). t1/2 was defined as
equation (4), and kinetic parameters of AMOdegradation by
TAP at different conditions are shown in Table 1:

t1/2 �
ln 2
kobs

�
0.6931

kobs
, (4)

ln kobs � ln A−
Ea

RT
, (5)

ln kobs � 42.21−
15267.38

T
. (6)

kobs in the oxidative degradation by TAP increased
significantly when the reaction temperature raised from
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35°C to 60°C. Furthermore, ln kobs and 1/T followed
Arrhenius equation (5), and AMO degradation by TAP was
identified as equation (6) with high correlation coefficient
(r� 0.9942). /e apparent activate energy (Ea) of AMO
degradation was calculated to be 126.9 kJ·mol−1 according to
equation (6), which was comparable to those of other re-
fractory organics, such as ketoprofen (157.02(±8.9) kJ·mol−1)
[10], triclosan (121 kJ·mol−1) [30], naproxen (155 kJ·mol−1)
[31], ibuprofen (168(±9.5) kJ·mol−1) [9], bisoprolol
(119.8(±10.8) kJ·mol−1) [17], and diuron (166.7 kJ·mol−1)
[32]. /ese comparable apparent activate energy indicated
that the TAP system could be suitable for degrading re-
fractory organics in wastewater treatment.

3.2. Effects of Initial PS Concentration on Degradation of
AMO. PS concentration is also a significant factor that
influences AMO degradation by TAP. Effects of [PS]0 on
AMO degradation are shown in Figure 2. AMO degradation
followed the pseudo-first-order kinetic model, and AMO

degradation efficiency increased with increasing [PS]0 from
2 to 20mM. /ere was about 31, 54, 91, and 100% AMO
degraded at 330min in the TAP system when [PS]0 was 2, 5,
10, and 15mM, respectively. All of AMO was removed at
20mM [PS]0 at 210min. Furthermore, kobs increased line-
arly with increasing [PS]0 according to Figure 2(c), sug-
gesting that the AMO degradation rate was in positively
proportion to [PS]0. Similar phenomenon observed by Yang
et al. [33], Chen et al. [34], and Nie et al. [35] was possibly
due to more SO4

·− released by high concentration of TAP.
% RSE defined as the ratio of the concentration of the

polluters degraded to the PS consumed [15, 31] is a critical
parameter to evaluate the sustainability of TAP. % RSE
values at different [PS]0 values in the TAP system at reaction
time of 330min are shown in Figure 3./emaximum%RSE
value was reached at [PS]0 �10mM. When [PS]0 increased
from 2mM to 10mM, % RSE increased gradually with the
increase of AMO degradation efficiency. When [PS]0 was
from 10mM to 20mM, % RSE decreased due to the
quenching reactions between radical and radical or radical
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Figure 1: Effects of reaction temperature on AMO degradation by TAP (a). Plot of ln(C/C0) versus reaction time t for kobs determination
with the pseudo-first-order kinetic model (b). Plot of ln kobs versus 1/T for Ea determination with the Arrhenius equation (c). Experimental
conditions: [AMO]0 � 0.1mM; [PS]0 �10mM; T� 35–60°C; reaction time� 330min.
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and PS [5]. /e TOC removal increased with the increasing
[PS]0 from 2mM to 20mM, as depicted in Figure 3. /is
phenomenon might be due to the attacking on AMO and its
degradation intermediates by the radicals formed at high PS
concentrations. It can be clearly seen that high TOC removal
and high % RSE were not reached at the same time in
Figure 3. /is was in accordance with the literature reported
by Ghauch et al. [5].

3.3. Effects of Solution pH on Degradation of AMO.
Solution pH is an important factor for TAP to degrade
contaminants because it could obviously affect radical species,
contaminant formations, and reaction mechanisms. Effects of
different pH values on AMO degradation by TAP are shown
in Figure 4. As it can be seen, AMO degradation efficiency
increased significantly with decreasing pH, indicating that
lower pH was favorable to degrade AMO. /is result was
consistent with the previous reports about sulfate radical-
based oxidation of fluoroquinolone [36] and triclosan [30].
/is phenomenon could be explained as follows.

(i) /e predominant radical species were affected by
solution pH. At acid conditions, sulfate radical was the
dominating radicals, formed as equations (7) and (8),
and the reactivity increased with decreasing pH. At
basic conditions, hydroxyl radical was themain radical
converted from sulfate radical by using equation (9):

S2O8
2−

+ H+⟶ HS2O8
− (7)

HS2O8
− ⟶ SO4

·−
+ HSO4

·
(8)

SO4
·−

+ OH− ⟶ ·OH + SO4
2− (9)

/erefore, the reaction mechanisms with contami-
nants would vary with the predominant radicals.
It is reported that SO4

·− reacts with recalcitrant
compounds by electron transfer [37], addition-
elimination, and hydrogen atom abstraction [38],
while ·OH reacts with recalcitrant compounds by
addition of C�C double bonds or abstraction of
hydrogen from the C-H, N-H, or O-H bond [39].

(ii) AMO speciation changed with the changing of so-
lution pH, as shown in Figure 5. When pH<pKa1 of
AMO (2.4), an AMO molecule accepts a proton
forming an ion with a positive charge. When pKa1
(2.4)<pH<pKa2 (7.4), AMO exists in the form of
molecule in aqueous solution. When pKa2 (7.4)
<pH<pKa3 (9.6), an AMO molecule loses a proton
forming an ion with a negative charge. When
pH>pKa3 (9.6), an AMO molecule loses two protons
forming an ion with two negative charges. As shown
in Figure 4, the highest kobs was attained at pH 2 due to
the protonation of AMO, resulting in AMO+ with a
positive charge which increased the electrostatic at-
traction to SO4

·−. With the increase in pH, kobs de-
creased which could also be attributed by the
deprotonation of AMO, resulting in the electrostatic
repulsion to SO4

·−.

3.4. Effects of Matrix in Aqueous Solution on
Degradation of AMO

3.4.1. Cl− Concentration. /e effects of different anions on
AMO degradation were studied. Figure 6 shows the effects of
Cl− concentration. When Cl− concentration was 1mM, kobs
was slightly lower than that in deionized water, and when
Cl− concentration was 10mM and 100mM, kobs was a little
higher, indicating that higher Cl− concentration could
promote AMO oxidative degradation. /is phenomenon
was identical with the effect of Cl− concentration on the
degradation of sulfamethazine by TAP [40]. It was probably
due to the formation of reactive chlorine species including
Cl·, Cl2·−, Cl2, and HOCl, which were moderate oxidants
produced by reactions (10)–(13) [41] and could react with
AMO molecular to promote AMO degradation efficiency:

SO4
·−

+ Cl− ⟶ SO4
2−

+ Cl·,

E
0 Cl·

Cl−
  � 2.41 V

(10)

Cl· + Cl− ⟶ Cl2
·−

,

E
0 Cl2

·−

Cl−
  � 2.09 V

(11)

Table 1: Kinetic parameters of AMO degradation by TAP at
different conditions.

Operating conditions kobs (min−1) t1/2 (min) r
[AMO]0 � 0.1mM, [PS]0 �10mM
T� 35°C 0.0007 990.14 0.9886
T� 40°C 0.0013 533.15 0.9924
T� 45°C 0.0028 247.54 0.9985
T� 50°C 0.0071 97.62 0.9949
T� 55°C 0.0114 60.80 0.9978
T� 60°C 0.0311 22.29 0.9902
[AMO]0 � 0.1mM, T� 50°C
[PS]0 � 2mM 0.0013 533.15 0.9894
[PS]0 � 5mM 0.0024 288.79 0.9894
[PS]0 �10mM 0.0071 97.62 0.9949
[PS]0 �15mM 0.0092 75.34 0.9959
[PS]0 � 20mM 0.0165 42.01 0.9965
[AMO]0 � 0.1mM, [PS]0 �10mM, T� 50°C
pH� 2 0.0159 43.59 0.9992
pH� 5 0.0067 103.45 0.9738
pH� 8 0.0060 115.52 0.9920
pH� 10 0.0058 119.50 0.9991
[Cl−]0 �1mM 0.0058 119.50 0.9968
[Cl−]0 �10mM 0.0082 84.52 0.9825
[Cl−]0 �100mM 0.0082 84.52 0.9944
[HA]0 � 0.1mg/L 0.0097 71.31 0.9752
[HA]0 �1mg/L 0.0103 67.16 0.9768
[HA]0 �10mg/L 0.0103 67.10 0.9836
[HA]0 � 20mg/L 0.0098 70.72 0.9727
[Ca2+]0 �1mM 0.0073 94.95 0.9978
[Mg2+]0 �1mM 0.0074 93.66 0.9948
Groundwater 0.0059 117.47 0.9920
Drinking water 0.0053 130.77 0.9968
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Cl2
·−

+ Cl2
·− ⟶ 2Cl− + Cl2,

E
0 Cl2

Cl−
  � 1.36 V

(12)

Cl2 + H2O⟶ HOCl + Cl− + H+
,

E
0 HOCl

Cl−
  � 1.48 V

(13)

3.4.2. Ca2+ and Mg2+. Ca2+ and Mg2+ are common cations
in aqueous matrices which contribute to the water hardness.
Effects of Ca2+ and Mg2+ on AMO degradation by TAP are
shown in Figure 7. % change in kobs of Ca2+ and Mg2+ in
aqueous solution defined as equation (14) was 2.82% and
4.22%, respectively, which indicated that Ca2+ and Mg2+ had
no effect on AMO degradation. /is result was consistent

with the effects of Ca2+ andMg2+ on ketoprofen degradation
because Ca2+ and Mg2+ could not activate persulfate [42]:

% change in kobs �
kobs,with cation− kobs, deionizedwater( 

kobs, deionizedwater

× 100%.

(14)

3.4.3. HA Concentration. Humic acid (HA) is naturally
abundant in groundwater, river water, soils, and sediments,
and understanding the effects of HA on the degradation of
organic compounds is important to apply TAP to in situ
chemical remediation (ISCO). /e effects of HA on AMO
degradation are investigated and shown in Figure 8. AMO
degradation efficiency increased gradually with the increase
of HA concentration from 0.1 to 10mg/L, indicating that HA
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Figure 2: Effects of [PS]0 on AMO degradation by TAP (a). Plot of ln(C/C0) versus reaction time t for kobs determination with the pseudo-
first-order kinetic model (b). Plot of kobs versus [PS]0 (c). Experimental conditions: [AMO]0 � 0.1mM; [PS]0 � 2–20mM; T� 50°C; reaction
time� 330min.
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could promote AMO degradation efficiency obviously. /is
phenomenon was consistent with some previous reports.
/e quinone functional groups in HA could efficiently ac-
tivate persulfate to degrade 2,4,4′-trichlorobiphenyl was
verified, and the activation of persulfate was induced by the
formation of semiquinone radicals [43]. Phenol-activated
persulfate by the phenoxide form was investigated, and the
significant role of phenol in the activation of persulfate was
documented by Ahmad [44]. /us, the increasement on
AMO degradation was possibly due to the contribution of

quinone and phenol functional groups in HA. When HA
concentration continuously increased to 20mg/L, the AMO
degradation efficiency decreased a little compared with that
in 1–10mg/L HA solution possibly due to the HA’s
quenching effect to SO4

·− and ·OH because of the electron-
rich sites in HA [10].

3.4.4. Dissolved Oxygen. In order to investigate the effect of
dissolved oxygen on AMO degradation by TAP, three
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T� 50°C; reaction time� 330min.
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systems were designed as follows: System 1 was operated as
depicted in Section 2.3 as the control experiment; System 2
was conducted in a closed vial and before reaction nitrogen
was filled in order to remove oxygen in solution and conical
flask. System 3 was carried out in an open vial./e results are
shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the AMO degradation
rate was higher in System 3 than in System 2, suggesting that
the oxic condition facilitated the degradation rate of AMO
by TAP. However, at reaction time of 330min, AMO
degradation efficiency remained between 88% and 91%
under a different dissolve oxygen, demonstrating that the

effect of dissolved oxygen on AMO degradation efficiency by
TAP could be neglected. /erefore, AMO degradation by
TAP could be carried out in both the oxic condition and
anoxic condition.

3.5. Identification of Predominate Radical Species on AMO
Degradation. Radical species on AMO degradation were
tested and identified by EPR. As shown in Figure 10, the
generation of DMPO-OHwas obviously demonstrated by its
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conditions: [AMO]0 � 0.1mM; [PS]0 �10mM; T� 50°C; reaction
time� 330min.
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hyperfine splitting constants (AN �AH � 14.92G), suggest-
ing that ·OH existed in the TAP system. DMPO-SO4 was also
monitored according to the simulation spectra (AN �

13.97G, AH � 9.94G, A
c1
H � 1.44G, and A

c2
H � 0.79G) [45].

/erefore, sulfate radical and hydroxyl radical were reactive
oxidative species in the TAP system.

Furthermore, in order to identify the dominating re-
active radicals on AMO degradation by TAP, MeOH (with
α-hydrogen) and TBA (without α-hydrogen) were chosen as
radical scavengers because of the different reaction constants
between alcohol and radicals. /e constant with which
MeOH reacts with SO4

·− (1.1× 107M−1·s−1) is parallel to that
with ·OH (9.7×108M−1·s−1), while the constant with which
TBA reacts with SO4

·− (4.0–9.1× 105M−1·s−1) is much lower
than that with ·OH (3.8–7.6×108M−1·s−1) [46]. /us,
MeOH is considered to scavenge both SO4

·− and ·OH with a
similar rate constant, and TBA is considered to scavenge
·OH efficiently. As depicted in Figure 11, after the addition of
MeOH and TBA, the AMO degradation efficiency was
observed to be approximately 53 and 59%, respectively,
suggesting that SO4

·− was the dominating radical in
degrading AMO by TAP.

3.6. Performance ofAMODegradation byTAP inRealWaters.
In order to evaluate the feasibility of applying TAP to
degrade AMO under real environmental conditions,
groundwater and drinking water were applied (Table 2).
AMO degradation by TAP in groundwater and drinking
water is shown in Figure 12. It could be seen that AMO
degradation in groundwater and drinking water followed
a pseudo-first-order kinetic model, and kobs in ground-
water was slightly higher than that in drinking water. /is
result was possibly because higher Cl− concentration
could promote AMO degradation efficiency according to
the previous study (as shown in Section 3.4.1). Compared
with deionized water, AMO degradation efficiency in
groundwater and drinking water was a little lower

probably due to the relatively high ionic strength which might
hinder the degradation of contaminants in TAP, suggesting
that application of TAP for remediation of AMO in
groundwater and drinking water might be efficient.

4. Conclusions

In this study, AMO degradation by TAP was effectively
achieved in aqueous solution. For any experiment condition,
AMO degradation followed a pseudo-first-order kinetic
model. /e apparent activate energy of AMO degradation
was calculated to be 126.9 kJ·mol−1 according to the
Arrhenius equation ranged from 35°C to 60°C. On increasing

334 336 338 340 342
Magnetic field (mT)

Figure 10: EPR spectrum of radical adducts in the TAP system. DMPO-OH, DMPO-SO4. Experimental conditions:
[DMPO]0 �100mM; [PS]0 � 75mM; T� 45°C; reaction time� 20min.
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Figure 11: Effects of different scavengers on AMO degradation by
TAP. Solid lines represent the pseudo-first-order kinetic model fits.
Insert: changes of kobs at different scavengers. Experimental con-
ditions: [AMO]0 � 0.1mM; [PS]0 �10mM; T� 50°C, [alcohol]0/
[PS]0/[AMO]0 � 30000 :100 :1; reaction time� 330min.
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the reaction temperature and the initial persulfate con-
centration, a decreasing pH significantly increased the AMO
degradation efficiency. /e EPR test demonstrated that both
·OH and SO4

·− were generated in the TAP system, and the
radical scavenging test identified that the predominant re-
active radical species were SO4

·− in aqueous solution without
adjusting the solution pH. In groundwater and drinking
water, AMO degradation suggested that TAP could be a
reliable technology for water remediation contaminated by
AMO in practice.
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